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Appraising the company`s evaluation in right way, is the basis of investment. 
There are lots of research on this area in practice and academe. All kinds of classical 
evaluation model makes great contributions to appraise of the company`s evaluation. 
However, in the practice, that is not to say, each evaluation model is suit for every 
company. Right evaluation model, is the basis of company`s evaluation in right 
direction. 
In the recent years,  outsourcing software industry has made extra development 
in the world. In order to decrease the costs and improve the competition ability, some 
developed countries are transferring basis software and information industry to 
developing countries, ie,America,Japan and EU. In order to reduce the gap to 
developed countries, Some developing countries, ie,India, are  Inheriting information 
technology from developed countries and updating software industry. Outsourcing 
software industry is underway to develop in China. For example ,there is just HYRON 
software company majoring in the outsourcing software, the only listed company in 
Chinese capital market. However, there would be more and more companies operate 
in this area in the future. So it is very important to make research on the evaluation of 
this kind of company. 
In the dissertation, the author study on the evaluation appraise of the HYRON 
Software Company. Firstly, the author study on the operation, strategy and financial 
analysis of the HYRON software company The author compare some classical 
evaluation model ,then to select the best evaluation model of evaluation models 
combination suitable for these companies.  
Firstly ,the dissertation introduces some classical evaluation model, including 
absolute evaluation model and relative evaluation model. Absolute evaluation model 
includes FCFF model, residual income discount model, EVA model. Relative 















author analyzes the Macro-economic environment, industry, company operation, 
company strategy and finance. Thirdly, the author make reasonable predict on the 
future of HYRON on the basis of some hypothesis, then to evaluate the company in 
the classical evaluation models separately. Lastly, the author selects the free cash 
discount model to evaluation company base on the background of the HYRON. The 
author believes this model is most suitable for the company, which can reflect the 
development of HYRON in the future. 
In the conclusions, the authors come up with some ideas about the evaluation 
model suitable for the outsourcing software industries. The author hopes to improve 
the knowledge in the theory of company evaluation by the writing of this paper. By 
the writing of this paper, the author makes some study on the use of classical 
evaluation models in outsourcing software industry. The author believes that it will 
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